Autobiography:
An hterdiwiplinq Feminist Approach
Mary Cisar, St. Qlaf College, Northfield, MN
Insiders and outsiders face different challenges in writing Mennonite
women's history. If outsiders lack the personal experience that provides direct
access to an ethniclreligious group's way of viewing the world, insiders often
are burdened with an emotional baggage that makes objectivity and criticism
difficult or impossib1e.l Inside-outside considerations also apply in interesting
ways to Mennonite women's autobiography. Though all historical writing
invests events with personal meaning, autobiography's more obvious drift
toward fiction makes it an outsider among conventional types of historical
writing. Categories like genre, point of view, audience, plot, theme, and style,
drawn from the foreign discipline of literary criticism, have special relevance
for its understanding.
From within an ethnic faith community such as the Mennonite, autobiography seems doubly an outsider. Where Mennonite norms call for readers
to look through individual experiences and accomplishments toward what has
sustained the community, autobiography glorifies the first person singular,
perhaps exposing a dark lining of ambition or conflict. Autobiography, in short,
threatens to substitute a personal construction of experience for order and
meaning that conventionally come from the t o p f r o m teachers, ministers, and
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elders. The traditional social-cultural restraints imposed on Mennonites of both
genders complicate matters. Unlike diaries, journals, or brief memoirs, few
examples of autobiography, which requires far greater literacy, intellectual
pretension, and leisure, have found their way into Mennonite archives; fewer
still have been publi~hed.~
To bring to 'this topic not only literary but feminist perspectives, as I intend
to do here, introduces conceptual vantage points likewise foreign to the
Mennonite experience. "Because of the generally patriarchal nature of Mennonite communities historically," Redekop explains, "the subordinated position, and possibly also the oppressed status and role, of Mennonite women has
not been studied or, until recently, even admitted."3 Gelassenheit, moreover, is
not a virtue practiced by feminists of the more radical stripe. But it is in fact my
strategy to exploit the inside-outside dichotomy to show that we can only get
"inside" the autobiographical narratives of Mennonite women by using a
variety of contexts and perspectives-historical, literary, feminist, cultural,
religious-in tension and overlapping, originating mostly extraneous to the
community and often from outside the discipline of history.
On a personal note, I approach this topic as an outsider, neither Mennonite
by birth nor historian by training, but as a student of French women's
autobiography and women's studies. The particular autobiography that sparked
my interest and serves as my chief example was written by a woman who came
to the Mennonites as an outsider. Born in Sheffield, England, and Anglican by
background, Amy Evelyn Greaves married a Mennonite from South Russia at
the turn of the century and settled on a Mennonite estate. Looking back on this
time forty years later, she wrote Winding Trails, an extensive account of her
experiences in South R ~ s s i a . ~
Scholarship on Mennonite women and their writing, not surprisingly,
comes almost entirely from inside the Mennonite community: Reimer, Funk
Wiebe, and Yoder compile bibliographies of women's writing; Cummings,
Rich, and Unrau offer biography; Penner, Klingelsmith, and Epp, history; and
Reimer, Funk Wiebe, and Tiessen study women's images and themes in
l i t e r a t ~ r e .These
~
initial steps toward recovering the voices of Mennonite
women, which began in the late 70s but have become more frequent since the
early 90s, parallel the first efforts of feminist scholars, in the late 60s and early
70s, to discover, reveal, and celebrate the previously invisible contributions of
women. Proceeding from a similar purpose, to teach the coming generation and
enhance the life of the community through positive models, Mennonite
scholarship on women, however, remains primarily historical and celebratory.
Following the pattern of feminist scholarship generally, a logical next step is
application of a larger set of critical perspectives in order both to situate
women's writing within the literary tradition and to distinguish it from men's.
I begin, xith the generic features of autobiography. Unlike chronicles or
annals, the literary historian Karl J. Weintraub argues, autobiography takes as its
subject "concretely experienced reality," or historical events filtered through a
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personal lens, "and not the realm of brute external fact."6 Turn of the century
South Russia, for example, is marked by rapid economic expansion for Mennonites
and growing social unrest among Russians. The Donets Basin area, where Amy
Greaves settled after her marriage to Jakob Sudermann in 1900,contained coal,
salt, mercury mines, and developing industries; various ethnic groups, Cossacks, Germans, Bulgarians, White Russians, Ukrainians, and Serbs among
them, were settled nearby.' Yet we learn virtually nothing about either the social
or the geographical topography from Amy. Only briefly does she touch on social
unrest, recounting dramatically its limited impact on her family. Her landscape
is not dotted with villages and mines, but is composed of endless rail lines and a
vast, open steppe. Amy's grasp of Mennonite doctrine and practice is superficial, yet her personal encounters with leaders like Bishop Heinrich Umuh of
Halbstadt and B. H. Unruh, theKommerzschule headmaster, are told with afresh
immediacy, and her own religious faith leavens the narrative. Whatever contribution autobiography makes to the record of historical events, as this story
amply demonstrates, it is almost always peripheral to its primary purpose, to
describe concrete personal experience.
Autobiography as a narrative genre distinguishes itself from letters or diaries
by considering concretely experienced reality from a retrospective point of
view. The narrator, Weintraub observes, writes from "somewhere beyond a
moment of crisis or beyond an experience, or a cumulative set of experiences
that can play the same function as a crisis." The narrator necessarily "imposes on
the past the order of the present," establishing meaningful relationships among
the isolated events of a life in relation to the crisis (Weintraub 824, 826). The
important factor becomes not the historical accuracy of the autobiography, but
the personal truth of the author's self-conception. Or, as feminist critic Spacks
puts it, "To understand one's life as a story demands that one perceive that life as
making sense; autobiographies record the sense their authors hope their lives
make."8
The fate of the Russian Mennonites following the Russian Revolution
forms the crisis around which, retrospectively, the events of Amy Greaves's
early adulthood crystallize. She writes her autobiography with the conviction
that she "was the only one to escape entirely all the horrors, tragedy, dangers,
and sufferings that came upon" both of her husbands' families (152). The chief
goal for her, in looking back, is to discover and expose the pattern of choices
and events that led to the survival of her family.
With the temporal distance of the narrator from her subject comes,
typically, a wider audience for autobiography than for diaries, which serve as
an immediate personal record of events and reactions. Amy's descendants, for
example, form her primary audience. To them she offers a rich and poignant
description of her experiences, including encounters with aged grandmothers,
Christmas on the steppes, and the death of Jasha Sudermann, her first husband.
In addition, relatives and friends who have died or been lost to her, both in
Russia and in England, form an implicit inner audience to whom she feels
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accountable. She later dedicates her story to her two dead husbands. To the
extent that she must understand and justify her own choices, she writes for
herself, as yet a third audience. But $he highest authority to which she
responds, almost confessionally, is God itself, to show that her most problematic acts have depended not on her own choice or volition, but rather on her
intuitive acceptance of God's direction for her life. This stance ultimately
places Winding Trails within the tradition of spiritual autobiography, which,
Spacks explains, "specifically declare[s] meaning to inhere in the process of
discovering and sustaining commitment to God" and draws its certainty from
"the affirmation of transcendent meaning" (Spacks 131). In Amy's eyes, such
transcendent meaning consists in "the building and preservation of this our
family" (xv).
One common way in autobiography of infusing disparate experience with
significance is to choose a model or script against which to organize the plot of
one's life? Indeed, one feature that distinguishes autobiography from diaries
or letters is the possibility, because of the retrospective vision, of creating a
coherent plot. From the age of twenty-one, when she left England for Russia
with her uncle John Greaves, Amy Greaves led an itinerant life. In looking
back, she makes sense of her journey from England to Russia, to Germany, to
England in 1914, and from England to Nebraska by calquing her journey
against Old Testament models. Initially, she promises not to look back, as did
Lot's wife (42, 165). But after thirteen years of "exile" in the Russian
wilderness, the death of one husband and remarriage to another, Amy's
departure with her family from Halbstadt in 1912 for Germany occasions
reflection on her welcome deliverance from the fate that later befell the
Molotschna:
Those who operated those colonies, those fine farmers, were later ruined
and deported; some lucky ones fled. Their homes were plundered, their
daughters ravished, their banks robbed ...
But I can only truthfully record that I was warned and that God gave to me
one whom I almost rejected. It was this Gustav Enss [Amy's second husband]
who led us out of the horrors that would have befallen us .... (158)
August 1914 found the family fleeing on the last train from Berlin to safety
in England. After weeks of uncertainty, a letter of invitation reached them from
an uncle in America, and Amy "seemed to hear the words addressed to
Abraham, 'Go into the land which I will show you"' (194; see also 200). If
Gustav was the family's Moses, then Nebraska became their Promised Land.
The biblical parallels were not perfect: Amy, not her Moses, made most of
the decisions and spoke for the family; furthermore, neither Nebraska, nor
Kansas, the state to which they soon moved and which Amy later referred to as
the "Great Desert," really became the Promised Land, which always seemed to
elude them as they migrated in the 20s, 30s, and 40s to Indiana, Texas,
Michigan, and Virginia. Amy's story, in fact, breaks off in North Newton,
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Kansas in 1915, just after Gustav began teaching German at Bethel College and
before his departure as a consequence of the Daniel Explosion.l0 Yet conceiving her experience in terms of the Old Testament stories allowed Amy to
invest at least initial choices and movements with divine purpose.
The need to hold to biblical plots may account for certain perplexing
silences in Amy's story. Many of her first husband's Dick and Schmidt
relatives later found their deliverance, emigrating to Canada in the 1920s. Yet
she never mentions that fact, holding instead to the fiction that she alone (with
her family) had escaped. A group picture, taken at the 1912 funeral of
grandmother Anna Schmidt Dick, symbolized God's unique purpose for her. "I
could not locate the group quickly enough ... and the picture was taken without
me. I was not on that picture! It was symbolic! I was the only one to escape
entirely all the horrors, tragedy, dangers, and sufferings that came upon those
dear relatives of Jasha's some years later" (152). Recently recovered family
photographs show that Amy was partly right: she was not on that photo. But a
second group photo, taken at the same occasion, clearly does include her. This
example points up both the danger and the power of autobiography. The
Exodus plot cannot be sustained and the story breaks off in 1915, but the fiction
does prove more powerful than reality in one respect: Amy's children knew
nothing of this extended family in Canada.
Conventions of subject, point of view, audience, and plot are common,
even necessary, to all autobiography, men's and women's. Through the
common strands of women's experience as girls, daughters, wives, and
mothers, that is, through thematic content, female autobiographers distinguish
themselves from male. A feminist optic, such as that provided by the feminist
literary criticJosephine Donovan, helps bring women's themes into focus."
Donovan sketches six "structural conditions" that shape women's reality: (1)
within a male-centered "social construction of reality," women take on the role
of "the other"; either their experience is considered deviant, or it remains
invisible, resulting in women's silence; (2) of necessity, women have habituated themselves to the private sphere of domestic labor or housework, which is
repetitive or cyclic, contingent and interruptible; this has repercussions for the
ways they experience time and space; (3) women's work, traditionally valued
and consumed primarily by the family rather than exchanged for money, has
provided a vehicle for women's creativity; (4) shared physiological experiences-menstruation, childbirth, breast-feeding-give women the sense of
being bound to a reality outside their own control; (5) responsibility for
childrearing requires women to subordinate their own will and goals to those of
others; and, finally, (6) women's mode of moral reasoning, unlike men's,
which draws on abstract rights, depends pri marily on establishing and
sustaining connections to other people.12
Without necessarily judging all otherness or subordination a consequence
of male oppression of women, one can use Donovan's categories as a raster for
scanning the text for the presence of recurrent themes and, especially, the
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silences about various themes. For it is often the silences that reveal the full
character of women's reality and expose underlying tensions. Amy Enss, for
example, meticulously details the interiors of her dwellings, even providing a
sketch or two. The Russian landscape, by contrast, appears vague and strange,
as though Amy had no orientation in external space. A mother of ten children,
Amy is drawn willingly and fully into experiences of marriage, childbirth, and
childrearing. Despite her preoccupation with family, she touches only with
great reticence topics of sexuality, marital relations, pregnancy, and childbirth. She describes with satisfaction food she learned to prepare and various
sewing projects she undertook in the company of other women. The professional and business affairs of her male relatives, on the other hand, receive only
the briefest attention, even though both Greaves and Sudermann relatives
figured prominently in the Mennonite community. Finally, despite loving
portraits of friends and relatives, mostly female, we are left longing for more
details about her own mother, who died when Amy was nine.
Throughout the narrative, Amy seems determined to elevate the constraints
placed on her by fate and family to the level of God's will and to affirm her lot.
We sense a silent, mostly unfulfilled desire to follow her own artistic and
literary inclination. Thanks to servants, middle- and upper-class Victorian
women could devote themselves to family pursuits, managing the household,
fulfilling social obligations, providing moral guidance, and enjoying a significant amount of leisure into the bargain.j3 During the first years of her marriage
in Russia, this role changed not one whit for Amy, a product of a Victorian
upbringing. She helped supervise Russian servants who cooked, cleaned, cared
for the children, sewed, and tended garden, fields, and livestock, while she had
the leisure to learn German, read, paint, and travel. After economic disaster
struck and typhus claimed the life of her first husband, Amy undertook more of
the household work, cooked, sewed, and earned a living for her four children
through teaching and tutoring at the Kornmerzschule in Halbstadt. Even so, she
lost none of her Victorian dignity and strength in the face of a stringent fate.
Wealth and worldly prestige meant little to her, and she is as silent about its
presence as about its absence.
Reading the autobiography of someone like Amy Enss, who moved among
several new cultural-social settings, underscores the wisdom of an approach
that looks for connections across disciplines and cultures. Amy Enss's "conceptions of true womanhood," for example, stem not from the Mennonites but
from Victorian ideals prevalent in her middle-class English home. For her
peers, "true womanhood" meant leisured, domestic, virtuous motherhood.
Men brought financial stability to the family; women provided the emotional
and spiritual foundation for it (Burstyn 31). "By the cultivation of characteristics particularly feminine-self-denial, forbearance, fidelity-women were to
teach the whole world how to live in virtue" (Burstyn 32). It was just this sort of
womanhood, cultivated, leisured, dignified, self-controlled, and self-transcending to which the young Amy Greaves aspired, whether among her
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Victorian peers or her adopted Mennonite community. These were, of course,
precisely the qualities admired by her wealthy Mennonite relatives of the
khutors.
Amy Enss never fully accepted what she later called the "particularities" of
Mennonite women's submission, such as plain dress and head coverings. By
temperament and religious conviction, however, she sought self-transcendence; it was for her but a small step from the Victorian ideal of "true
womanhood" to the Mennonite norm of Gelassenheit, with its emphasis on
yieldedness toward God and others. In her life, the Victorian and the Mennonite contexts largely overlap in the domain of subordination of individual will to
family and community, especially through women's work, "transformed into a
service of love for others."14 Amy Enss moved from the one context to the other
almost seamlessly.
Like Mennonites, Victorians, too, frowned on women's literary activity,
and for much the same reason: to write, especially about oneself, appeared vain
and pretentious.I5 Only if couched in communal rather than individual terms,
as the story of one's family, written for one's family, and thus "linked overtly
to motherhood" could autobiography be justified.lh Joseph Liechty and Jeff
Gundy characterize "Mennonite" style by the presence of self-effacing apology or disclaimer that reflects Gelassenheit.17 Writing on another Victorian
woman's autobiography, Gail Twersky Reimer comments on the suppression
of the literary impulse and its redefinition within Victorian norms (Twersky
Reimer 205). Constraints from both cultures thus play into Amy's characteristic writing style, with its tendency toward passive-verb syntax that shifts
attention away from the narrator. A clear determination to remove her
narrative persona from the limelight also emerges in her preface. Her story, she
explains, "is not to be looked upon as an autobiography, because too many
persons have contributed to the experiences which came to me, often unsought
and unwished for .... I seem to have been drawn rather into the vortex of the
building and preservation of this our family. The events seem to have evolved
from some historical necessity outside of my personal contribution" (WT xv).
Yet the unease she felt placing herself at the center of action stands in contrast
to her ready exercise of a gift for narration, her delight in dialogue, and her
English wit, which give her writing self-evident sparkle. Writing for her is
clearly an act of self-discovery and fulfillment of long-felt artistic aspirations.
Studying women's autobiography fixes our gaze on the dichotomies
between inside and outside, the community and the individual, patriarchy and
feminism, history and fiction. I argue, paradoxically, that we can most fully get
at what is inside women's autobiographical narrative by looking outward, that
a variety of critical perspectives need not contradict or cancel each other, but
may in fact mutually complement and enrich themselves. The benefits of such
an approach for our understanding of a text seem clear. But a text-centered
approach begs important questions. What is the benefit for the Mennonite
community? And is there a point to studying Mennonite women's writing, if the
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individual text becomes en end in itself? For just as autobiography shifts
emphasis away from community toward the individual, just so does an
interpretive approach focused on the individual text displace the traditional
goal of critical writing that serves the community. Is the baby, in a sense, lost
with the bath? Perhaps the current scholarship on Mennonite topics is beginning to sort out these questions.
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